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I Complete the text below by writing a suitable word from the list in each space provided' There

are 20 gaps but 25 words arl given. Use each word once only. There is one example (0J for you'

Leo DiCaprio Donates $l million to Wildlife Fund

Have you heard the latest news about (0) Leonardo DiCaprio? He (1) putting his money

rvhere his tweet is. After devoting much of his Twitter page """""" (2) tiger conservation awareness'

the actor has committed $1 million to ............ (3) World wildlife Fund and will attend a summit for

thecausethisweek'(4)theactorandhispartnerwillbethere.
According to a wwF press release, the number of tigers across Asia dropped from 100'000 at the start of

the last century to as ............ (5) as 3,200.one would not expect (6) high numbersi Russian Prime

Minister Vladimir Putin ......... ."".(7) host DiCaprio and the heads of government """""" (B) 13 tiger

range countries at this week s summit in St' Petersburg, where they """""" (9) expected to announce a

GlobalTigerRecoveryProgramwiththegoalof doublingthetigerpopulation"'""'"" {L0)2022'

(11)tweetingaboutthebigcats,\MWFboardmemberDiCapriohastoured.'....''...'(12)

habitats in Nepal and Bhutan and helped (13) $20 million through the Save Tigers Now

campaign. ,,illegal poaching of tigers for their parts and massive habitat loss .'......".. (14) to palm

oil, timbe(, and paper production are driving this species to extinctioni' says the 36-year-old actor'

(1S) we don,t take action now one of the most iconic animals on our planet could "' """ "' (16)

gone in iust a few decades," he added. "By saving tigers, we can also protect """""" (17) of our

last remaining ancient forests and improve the lives of indigenous communities'" Besides tigers'

(18) are other animals on the verge of extinction' As some wwF experts say' we """""" (19)

act fast if want our children and grandchildren to see some species in 40-50 years from """""" (20)'
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II. Read the texts below and decide which answer (A, B or C) best fits each space. Only one an
is correct.

What is a Capsule Hotel?

A Capsule hotel is a unique style of accommodation in Japan, (21) by the pursuit of efficir

of space and functional comfort, originating ............ (22) the adaptive, creative spirit of the Japar

mind. They ............(23) the first one a decade ago.

A typical Capsule Hotel is composed (24) tvvo major sections; a public lounge space inclu

bathing, and the other is a private space (25) the sleeping rooms [capsules) ............ 
1

arranged. The actual sleeping room is a capsule unit made [27) reinforced plastic and desiS

in the image of a jet airplane's cockpit. In the capsule unit, ............(28) the required amenities

provided; TV radio, alarm clock, adjustable lighting.., almost everything is providedl

Every device is ...'.'...'.. (29) your reach and you .......'..'. (30) control everything in a sleepíng posi

Even the door can (31) from the bed. You don't have to sit up ......... ...(32) the remote for

TV.

For the numerous business people working ............(33) until after midnight, and

miss their train, and for all the people coming to Tokyo on a short business trip, or holi

young and old, men and women, a wide range of people stay at Capsule hotels in To

Everybody who ............(34) to fapan should experience this unique accommodation, at least o

One of the most unique hotels in the world! If you (35) it once, you'll never forget

experience.

21 A which insnired B inspired c was inspired
22 A from B by c of
23 A have built B had built C built
z4 A of B by c with
z5 A in where B where C which
z6 A are B were C have
27 A bv B from C of
z8 A all B every C each
29 A on B within c of
30 A should B can c misht
31 A be reached B reach C be reachins
32 A to using B to use C as use
33 A hardlv B toush C hard
34 A travels B is travellins c travel
35 A visit B visited C will visit
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McDonald's (36) want to consider"-n"* rtog*, 1"o,0,n.b".*".io 
""- ru.rr.fora*.i.u,

favourite fast-food restaurants is bound to make Ronald McDonald cry in his milkshake -- with some
critics (37) that the best part of the chain,s hamburgers is the toppings.
"l only (38) the McNuggets," said Bob f ones, 55, a labourer from New f ersey after a ............ (39)
lunch yesterday at a Midtown McDonald's. "The burgers taste ............(40) rubber. I go to Burger
King and wendy's. They are (4r).If I ate a McDonald,s burger again, I ............ (42) sick.,,

(43) record sales at McDonard's, burger rovers surveyed by consumer Reports ............t44)
the chain's basic beef patty rather low rates.

The nationwide survey of 28,000 of the magazine's online subscribers ranked McDonald,s a lowly
l8th out (4S) 18 fast-food restauranrs @6) ashamel

(47) study asked participants to rate the burgers they ....,.......t48) eaten on their last visit
to each restaurant on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 ............ [4g) the best. Surprisingly, McDonald,s

(s0) s.6.

36 A might B can C could37 A saying B telling C claim3B A eat B ate c am eating39 A quickly B quick c fasly40 Á as B tike C 04T A best B rather better c much better42 A went B will so c would go43 A Despite B However c Yet44
45
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megfelelően oszthat el,

Íráskés zség perc alatt végeztem ezze| a feladattai

Choose one of the two topics and write l7O:aEO words (I7-2O lines) about it in English. Include
and elaborate each of the four points given. Create a coherent letten make sure you connect one
idea to the next. Use appropriate language. Remember to use the relevant English letter formal
(address, date, greeting, signature). In this part of the exam you can use your dictionary.

A) You have been asked to write a letter of recommendation about a student of yours, who ir

applying for an academic scholarship.

In your letter, write down
. how long you have known the person,
. what his/her strengths are,
. why you think he/she would be a good choice for the scholarship,
. that you are willing to co-operate and give further information later if needed.

B) You have been skiing since your childhood. This year you are also going with some friends
Your best friend, howeveq has never been skiing. Write him/her a letter; in which you invitr
him/her.

In your letter; wrÍte down
o lour experience in connection with skiing,
. whrt you like in the mountains,
. that the group is going to be very good, as a lot of friends are coming,
. that )rou you think that your friend will fall in love with skiing and will never want to stop doinl

it.

Kommunikatív érték 5x2= 10 pont

Kifeiezőkészsés 5x2= 10 pont

Nvelvhelvessés 5r2= l-0 oont
Általános benvomás 5xL= 5 pont

35 pont
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olvasott szöveg értése I. perc alatt végeztem ezze| a feladattal

Write the letter of the most suitable sentence (A-F) in the text below. There is one extra sentence,
which you do not need.
Write the letter of your answers in the boxes below. In this part of the exam you can use your
dictionary.

Divers Find 2O0-Year-Old Champagne in Baltic Wreck

Divers have discovered what is thought to be the world's oldest drinkable champagne in a shipwreck

in the Baltic Sea, one of the finders said Saturday. They tasted the one bottle they've brought up so far

before they even got back to shore. Diving instructor Christian Ekstrom said the bottles are believed

to be from the 1780s. He said they were likely part of a cargo destined for Russia. ...(1)...

"We brought up the bottle to be able to establish how old the wreck was," he told the Associated

Press. "We didn't know it would be champagne. ...(2)..." Ekstrom said the divers were overjoyed

when they popped the cork on their boat. "lt tasted fantastic. ...(3)..." he said. The divers discovered

the shipwreck on Tuesday near the Aland Islands, between Sweden and Finland. About 30 bottles are

believed to be aboard the sunken vessel.

Ekstrom said he is confident of the champagne's age and authenticity, but samples have been sent to

laboratories in France for testing. Swedish wine expert Cari-fan Granqvist said each bottle could be

worth 50,000 euros if the corks are intact and the sparkling drink is genuine and drinkable. "...(4)..."

said Granqvist, one of the experts contacted by Ekstrom and his team. "l don't know of any other

[drinkable) bottle this old. I've never even heard of it. If it's the right atmosphere outside, and inside

the bottle the cork is kept dry in the middle; it keeps itselfi' he said.

According to French champagne house Perrier-f ouet, their vintage from l-825 is the oldest recorded

i

i :l.i*ti9::::il1::::ii.1i.". ..!il.: .. l

A) The stars are arriving and the champagne bottles have been popped!

B) If this is true, it is totally unÍque,

C) We thought it was wine or something.

D) Well, maybe not any more.

E) It was a very sweet champagne, with a tobacco taste and oak.

F) The nationality of the sunken ship has notyetbeen determined.

)
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1.. What changed in Rachelle Strauss's life a decade ago?
2. ryVhat did she feel in March?
3. what percentage of American people is not affected by this disorder?
4. Who are the most endangered inhabitants?
5. Where are there more sufferers?
6. what did Alison feel when she lived in New york? Give TWo answers. [a, bJ
7. Name TWO symptoms of SAD. [a, b)
B. How long is it normal to feel a bit depressed?
9. What is a light box used for? Give TWO examples. [a, b)
10. Is there a solution for those people who cannot be cured with simulators? fWrite only yES/NO.J

Answers in English

1. 1-p

2. 1p

3. 1p

4. 1p

5. 1p

6. a) bl 1p \r

7. a) b) 1p

B. 1p

9. a) b) 1p

10. 1p
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olvasott szöveg értése II. perc alattvégeztem ezze| a feladattal

Read the text and answer the questions which follow the article in Engtish. only include

information from the text. Give short answers, write full sentences only if necessary. In this part

of the exam you can use your dictionary.

When Seasons Change How You Feel
A hallmark of the condition is that symptoms get i

By 10 a.m. every day during the winters, Rachelle
Strauss felt like she could go back to bed. She

used to be a morning person, but that all changed

about 10 years ago when she started to feel

exhausted as the darkest days dragged on.

'As soon as March came, round and we hit spring
I was back to my bouncy self' It's almost like being
two people for two different seasons of the year,"

said Strauss, 38, of Gloucestershire, England.

Strauss is not alone. In Northern Europe,
an estimated 12 million people suffer from
seasonal affective disorder' Over here in the

United States, about 4o/oto 60/o of the population
may have it, but L00/o to 20% might have milder
winter blues, according to the Cleveland Clinic'
The condition tends to strike mainly women in
their 20s, 30s and 40s, although men can also

have it. Children and adolescents may also

develop it, and it is less common in adults of
older ages.

Seasonal affective disorder can be expected

in regions of the world that are farther away

from the equator and thus experience seasonal

changes in daylight hours more dramatically,
said Simon Rego, psychologist at Albert Einstein
College of Medicine and Montefiore Medical
Center in the Bronx, New York.
Scientists aren't sure why some people get

seasonal affective disorder and others don't. One

theory is that sufferers may have a biological
predisposition to it, and the symptoms get

triggered in particular ways'
For Strauss, the symptoms of lack of energy and

depression formed a vicious cycle, where she

wouldn't exercise or socialize, and then became

irritable and crankY.
"l got depressed because I couldn't do the things

I wanted to do," she said' "Certainly this total

exhaustion is very debilitating after a while'''
Alison Kero of Denve{, Colorado, can relate' Before

moving from New Yorh her energy dropped off

in the winte4 and she would go to sleep at 6 p'm'

Anxiety, suicidal thoughts and po or concentration
can also accompany seasonal affective disordel
said Dr. Tracy Latz, psychiatrist in Mooresville,
North Carolina.

worse when daylight saving time ends. If you're
feeling down fairly consistently for two weeks
or more, and the feelings recur during the same

time every yea4 there's reagon to suspect that
it's seasonal affective disordel she said.
More rarely, seasonal affective disorder can flare
up with warm, sunny weather, In these people,

anxiety, insomnia and irritability can worsen
in the spring and summer. And others exhibit a

form ofbipolar disorder called "reverse seasonal

affective disorder," with hyperactivity, agitation
and inappropriate enthusiasm in the spring and

summer.
Seasonal affective disorder has to do primarily
with environment; specifically, how much light
you're getting. That's why one of the most iconic
therapies for seasonal affective disorder is the

light box.
Light therapy imitates light from the outdoors
and triggers changes in the brain that can help
elevate mood. It doesn't work for everyone, but
many people such as Strauss have found relief
from sitting in front of a bright light box. Strauss

uses hers during breakfast, and it helps her get

through the day. There are also dawn simulators,
which mimic the sunrise as you wake up, and
light visors that look like baseball caps that you

can wear to get light exPosure.
Since moving to Denve4 which tends to see more
sun than New York, Kero feels like she doesn't
have to use her light box anymore, but 15 to 30

minutes a day did help her back East.
"lt's a deep biological reality that our brains

sense the amount of sunlight we're exposed to
with great sensitivity. It adds up to become a big
drain when we don't have enough light," Sharp

said.
But light therapy doesn't work for everyone.

Some people need medications that depression
patients would receive: anti-depressants called
selective seroto nin reuptake inhib ito rs. Anxiety,

suicidal thoughts and poor concentration
because of excessive worry are all signs that
there could be an issue with serotonin, a brain
chemical involved in mood, Latz said'
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